
Program Analyis and Verification

Assignment 4

Pointer analysis and PDGs

Due date: Nov. 17th 10 am

Instructions: Page limit: 6 pages (i.e., 3 sheets) hand-written, or 3 pages (1.5 sheets) printed. Any

answers or parts of answers beyond the page limit will not be graded. If writing by hand, write neatly

without any striking out, etc. Please write your name, and submission date and time on top of the 1st

page, and submit by slipping under the door of Prof. K. V. Raghavan (Room 232, CSA). Any delayed

submissions will attract penalties as described in the introductory slide deck. Each of you must work

completely individually on the assignment.

Problem 1. This problem is about points-to analysis. Consider the Java program fragment below:

prev = new Node();

while (..) {

curr = new Node();

prev.next = curr; // A

prev = curr;

}

prev.next = null;

1. Consider an AbsDataState lattice suitable for Java programs, as described here. In each abstract

fact, each variable points to some subset of symbolic objects, with ‘null’ being treated as a special

symbolic object. Also, in each abstract fact, each field of each symbolic object points to some

subset of symbolic objects.

Consider most-precise transfer functions for this lattice, and using these, simulate a run of Kildall’s

algorithm on the program above. Put-field statements must always perform weak updates. Assume

that at the program’s entry all variables have value null, and all fields of all symbolic objects point

to empty sets. Assume that an allocation operation returns the symbolic object corresponding to

that program point with all fields of this object pointing to null.

In your simulation, show only the (joined) abstract fact at the point after the line labeled ‘A’ after

each visit to this line by Kildall’s algorithm. Show each abstract fact as a graph (known as a

points-to graph in the literature). For instance, for the step that visits Line A for the first time,

the points-to graph would be as below:
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Use V1 for the first allocation statement in the code, and V2 for the second.



2. Show the final points-to graph at the end of the program after Kildall’s algorithm terminates.

3. Define formally and as clearly as possible the transfer function you used for put-field statements,

the join operation, and the ‘⊥’ element of the lattice (which is the initialization at all program

points other than the entry point).

Problem 2. This problem is about PDGs and slicing. Consider the program below:

sum = 0;

i = 0;

while (i < n) {

if (sum < 0)

sum = sum - 1;

else

sum = sum + 1;

i = i + 1;

if (i > n+1)

i = n;

}

finalUse(sum);

1. Show the PDG for this program.

2. Which nodes of the PDG are in the backward slice from finalUse(sum)? Show the program

corresponding to this sliced PDG.

3. Show a “subset” program of the original program above, having a subset of the assignments and

predicates as the original program. The subset should be as small as possible, and should be such

that for each statement and predicate in the subset, it generates the same sequence of values as

the corresponding node in the original program on all runs with matching initial values of ‘n’.

4. Show the sequence of values generated at each statement or predicate in the subset for a run where

the initial value of ‘n’ is 10.

5. What can you say about the slicing approach based on backward traversal of the PDG from your

attempt above?

Problem 3. Consider a restricted family of programs, where each program consists of just a single

‘while’ loop, with no statements (except ‘initialState’ nodes) before the loop, and possibly some ‘finalUse’

nodes after the loop. Any loop contains a sequence of assignment statements only, with an additional

restriction that each variable is assigned to by exactly one assignment statement inside the loop.

1. Show two simple programs with isomorphic PDGs from this family, such that matching statements

are in different orders and variable names are also changed.

2. Consider any two programs P and P ′ from this family such that their PDGs are isomorphic.

Assume for simplicity that variable names are matching in the two programs. Attempt a proof

by mathematical induction, with induction on the loop iteration number, and further induction

within the loop’s body if required. To prove that for runs of these two programs starting from

matching initial states, just before the loop predicate is evaluated for the nth time in each of the

two runs, for all n ≥ 1, each variable has the same value in both the executions.
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